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Promising Full College Credit, Arizona State
University Offers Online Freshman Program
Arizona State University, one of the nation’s largest universities, is joining with edX,
a nonprofit online venture founded by M.I.T. and Harvard, to offer an online
freshman year that will be available worldwide with no admissions process and full
university credit.

In the new Global Freshman Academy, each credit will cost $200, but students will
not have to pay until they pass the courses, which will be offered on the edX
platform as MOOCs, or Massive Open Online Courses.

“Leave your G.P.A., your SATs, your recommendations at home,” said Anant
Agarwal, the chief executive of edX. “If you have the will to learn, just bring your
Internet connection and yourself, and you can get a year of college credit.”

Under Michael Crow, its president, Arizona State has been a leader in using
technology to serve large numbers of students — for example, through web-based
introductory math classes. Still, before now it had never embraced MOOCs, free
courses offered by edX, Coursera and others that began three years ago — shaking
up the traditional academic world and attracting 100,000 or more students.

But the courses do not offer credit or lead to a degree, and their larger promise of
democratizing higher education has not materialized.

Education policy experts said the new Arizona State effort could be different,
because it offers academic credit under its well-known brand and the opportunity to
delay payment for that credit until it is earned.

“The monopoly that used to exist in terms of how higher ed is done is over, and this
is part of a continuum of things that are welcome new approaches,” said Jamie P.
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Merisotis, the president of the Lumina Foundation, an Indiana-based nonprofit
group concerned with educational attainment. “It has big potential in giving
students a jump start on completing their degree. And because of the A.S.U.
imprimatur, the likelihood that the credits will be transferable is pretty high.”

With 83,000 students, Arizona State has adopted a mission of inclusivity, instead of
going after the exclusivity favored by most top universities. It made headlines last
year when it began a partnership with Starbucks to offer its employees the chance to
complete their degrees online at A.S.U. at no cost, with subsidies from Starbucks

A.S.U. has 13,000 online students pursuing 70 degrees, Mr. Crow said, and recently
began an accredited online electrical engineering degree. The online courses are not
just talking heads, but include lab work, projects, and discussions.

The new program will offer 12 courses — eight make up a freshman year — created
by Arizona State professors. It will take an unlimited number of students. Neither
Mr. Agarwal nor Mr. Crow would predict how many might enroll this year.

The only upfront cost will be $45 a course for an identity-verified certificate.
Altogether, eight courses and a year of credit will cost less than $6,000.

“We couldn’t have done this three years ago, and neither could edX,” Mr. Crow said,
adding that even now, it would take both entities’ expertise to create the program,
which will start in August with a small number of courses and expand over the next
two years.

The freshman academy will include courses on astronomy, college algebra and
human origins, all taught by A.S.U. professors who had vied to participate, Mr.
Crow said.

“We’re going to have 12 new courses, of which students will take eight,” Mr. Crow
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said. “They have to be constructed at a fantastic level of digital immersion, not just
talking heads. This is a general education freshman year, not a series of
disconnected courses, so they have to be thought through together.”

In 2012, MOOCs, coming from the nation’s top universities — edX started with
M.I.T. and Harvard, while Coursera grew out of Stanford — signaled new
possibilities for bringing high-quality college education to anyone around the world
with Internet access. Thousands of free courses from hundreds of top colleges are
now available online.

But most MOOC students, Mr. Agarwal said, are people who already hold degrees,
and completion rates have been very low — about 7 percent at edX.

“With the Global Freshman Academy, we believe that in one fell swoop we can
move the needle on both those things,” he said, adding that the promise of college
credit should draw people without degrees, and help motivate them to persevere in
their work.

Mr. Crow’s experience with A.S.U.’s online students points in that direction, with a
retention rate of almost nine in 10 students.

Arizona State was one of the few major universities that did not rush to offer
MOOCs on either edX or Coursera.

“We were not big believers in MOOCs without credit, courses without a connection
to degrees, so we focused our attention on building degree programs,” Mr. Crow
said.

In the new partnership, Arizona State will bear the costs of developing and offering
the courses, and edX for hosting the platform. Neither Mr. Agarwal nor Mr. Crow
would say what those costs would be — “We’re going ahead no matter what,” Mr.
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Crow said — but they hope that once the program is announced, philanthropic
support will be forthcoming.

The program comes at a time of growing attention to the effort to improve the
educational attainment of the American labor force, formerly the best-educated in
the world but now lagging behind many developed countries. President Obama has
announced an official goal of regaining the top spot by 2020, and has proposed
making community college free.

At the same time, using the new technologies available on the web, many educators
are experimenting with low-cost online degrees.


